
AP BIOLOGY COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 

This challenging college-level class is taught well beyond the required College Board curriculum with far greater 

detail, depth and analysis, covering approximately 40 chapters in just 3 quarters.  Students will NOT be 

successful if they memorize; this class requires a tremendous amount of comprehension and analysis.  To achieve 

this, students are required to do a great amount of outside, independent work, that includes reading, 

outlining, writing and studying.     

 

Academic Requirements: Students are recommended to have achieved a minimum final grade of….  

 Regents Living Environment (A) or Honors Biology (B+) 

 Regents Chemistry (A) or Honors Chemistry (B+) 

 Regents Physics (B+) or AP Physics (B) OR AP Environmental Science (B+) 

 

Content Requirements: Before students enter the class, they must... 

 have a good understanding of biochemistry  

 have a good understanding of cytology (study of cells and organelles)  

 They will be complete these chapters independently and then be tested  

 

Skills Requirements: Students should be able to... 

 Use math and statistics as evidence of biological principles 

 Participate everyday- answer and ask questions, share opinions and hypotheses; engage in online discussions  

 Compose a formally written research paper with appropriate internal scientific citations  

o There will be at least three research papers and/or projects throughout the year 

 Work collaboratively in groups on laboratories, case studies and inquiry-based activities  

 Outline chapters before each unit begins 

 Study independently and in study groups a week before the exam 

o There are lengthy multiple-choice tests on several chapters every 2-3 weeks 

 Participate in a week-long fetal pig dissection (they do not have to cut, but they must observe) 

 Participate in a molecular genetics lab at Cold Spring Harbor 

 Take comprehensive and descriptive notes complete with detailed drawings each day  

 

Grading:  



**This class is not curved; there are no test corrections or retakes; no bonus points are awarded; no extra credit 

is given. 

 Tests/ quizzes/ essays- approximately 70%  

 Labs/ Case Studies- approximately 20% 

 Participation/ Homework- approximately 10%  

 

Summer Assignment: 

 There is always a summer assignment for this course (it may change from year to year)- last year we had 

students read a book, Survival of the Sickest by Dr. Sharon Moalem, and answer several essay 

questions; this is due the first week of school. 

 

For more information, please see Ms. Carisa Steinberg, Mr. Greg Meenan or Ms. Julie Yoo @ x5713 


